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In 1882 Rev. R. B. Earee published a book entitled "Album Weeds:  How to 

Detect Forged Stamps."  In his Introduction he explained:  "The only guide to the 

detection of forged stamps with which I am acquainted is that by Messrs. Lewes 

and Pemberton, published in 1863.  This work, a brochure of thirty-six pages, is, of 

course, now out of date, owing to the enormous number of counterfeits which have 

been issued since it appeared; and I venture to offer my book to the philatelic 

public as a description of the majority of the forgeries existing up to the end of 

1881." 
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 In describing the Ecuador Un Real shades of yellow stamp, Rev. Earee, 

under the heading Genuine, explained:  "Lithographed in pale yellow, ochre-

yellow, orange-yellow, or greenish-yellow, on grayish-white, or on bluish-white 

paper.  The grayish-white paper is wove; but the bluish white is usually what is 

called "papier quadrille," having laid lines in it forming oblongs or squares.  The 

large circle contains seventy-seven pearls, but they are not so large nor so regular 

as those of the medio real." 

 

 The Ecuador Un Real stamp issued in 1865 had been used for 17 years by 

the time the "Genuine" stamp was carefully described, and Rev. Earee counted 

seventy-seven pearls. 

 

 When Roberto Levi-Castillo, A.P.S., Philatelic Editor (Rolecas), El 

Telegrafo, Guayaquil, Ecuador, published his article entitled "Ecuador The First 

Stamps 1865 – 1872" in The American Philatelist, Volume 73, No. 8, May, 1960, 

95 years had passed since the Un Real stamp appeared.   On page 664 the article 

describes in minute detail the Un Real stamp:  "The stamp is 19 x 23mm, the 

sheets 250 centimeters long, 180 centimeters wide, containing ninety stamps, 10 x 

9.  All were se-tenant, with a width of approximately 2mm.  Due to the faulty 

arrangement of the sterotypes, there is a line 1-3/4mm in the border, and the 

seventy-seven pearls form the crown "circle" or "oval", depending on whether the 

stamps were in the middle of the sheet or on the margins." 

 

 According to this widely accepted and circulated article, the Un Real stamp 

still had seventy-seven pearls. 

 

 By 1982 when Banco Central del Ecuador published their 97 page extensive 

article entitled La Primera Emision de Sellos Postales del Ecuador,  1865-1872 

about the Early Stamps of Ecuador , the number of pearls on the Un Real stamp 

had somehow changed.  Under the heading Design, the article indicated:  "El 

diseno de la estampilla de Un Real es en todo semejante al de la de Medio Real, 

con la diferencia de que el 16 rayos en lugar de 17, y en cambio el circulo de perlas 

tiene 78 perlas en lugar de 70, pues en la de Un Real estos elementos son mas 

pequenos."  This article indicated the Un Real stamps had 78 pearls. 

 

 The question to be answered is:  How many pearls were in the original Un 

Real stamps of Ecuador issued in 1865?   Could both Rev. R. B. Earee, the author 
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of Album Weeds:  How to Detect Forged Stamps as well as Roberto Levi-Castillo 

who was the Philatelic Editor for El Telegrafo in Guayaquil, Ecuador , the author 

of  Ecuador The First Stamps 1865 – 1872"  published  in the premier journal The 

American Philatelist be wrong? 

 

 Another possibility exists:  Perhaps the Un Real stamps so prevalent on the 

market today, which show 78 pearls rather than 77 pearls, are not genuine?  Just 

because there are lots of them in circulation does not mean after 149 years they are 

legitimate.   

 

 The earliest observations should possibly be considered first, and the current 

observations should be considered last.   

 

 So count your pearls:  and YOU decide what you think. 

 

 

 

Note:  Your e-mail response to this information would be appreciated.  Send your 

comments to:  k5odz@yahoo.com 

 

All the BEST:  Lo mejor de lo mejor! 

 

Tom Hoke 

Kemah, Texas  

mailto:k5odz@yahoo.com

